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1.  industry leaders from important 
companies and organisations will speak 
about the latest developments, trends and 
innovations in security. 

2.  Apply lessons learnt from other industries 
to your own sector. 

3.  connect with high-level security 
professionals from all over  
Europe and beyond. 

4.  Get motivated by new ideas and 
information. 

5.  Form new partnerships and reconnect  
with familiar faces in the industry. 

6.  Get social and join discussions on the 
event on Facebook, linkedin and Twitter 

register before  
15 March 2013 to benefit 
from the discounted rate! 
contAct uS
europe@asisonline.org
T.+32 2 645 26 74
www.asisonline.org/gothenburg

6 Reasons T o  a T T E n d  a s I s  e u R o p e  2 0 1 3

SpeAkerS will include

Keynote Speaker -  Fadel Soliman
director, Bridges Foundation, egypt
Demystifying the Concept of Jihad –  
How to Separate Jihad and Terrorism

Mr. Soliman founded the Bridges Foundation in 2005. This international 
organisation aims at giving a better understanding of Islam to non Muslims and 
helps in the de-radicalisation of Muslim youths. Fadel Soliman is a member of 
the International Union of Muslim Scholars. He received his Master’s degree in 
Shariah in 2008. Besides being an electronics engineer, Fadel is an international 
speaker, orator and presenter of Islam. He gave presentations to more than 
65,000 people all over the world. He has spoken in churches, universities and 
governmental departments, such as the American Department of Defense, as 
well as at international events, such as the Frankfurt International Book Fair, 
2004. Through the Bridges Foundation’s workshops, Fadel has trained over 6,500 
Muslim youths in more than 17 countries on how to present Islam and refute 
misconceptions.

Keynote Speaker -  Anders Groenli
Special Adviser, Strategic risk Management,  
central Bank of norway, norway
The Oslo 22 July Terrorist Attack and Impact  
on Current Security Thinking

Anders Groenli works on threat assessments and security strategies for clients 
worldwide. Since 2010 he has also headed the development of threat definitions 
and attack scenarios for the European Union FP7 research project SPIRIT (Safety 
and Protection of built Infrastructure to Resist Integral Threats). He formerly 
worked for the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as a policy adviser in the 
Norwegian Parliament and as a project manager for the European Commission. 
Anders has an MSc in Global Security from Cranfield University at the Defence 
Academy of the United Kingdom, and a BA in Organisational Psychology and 
Political Science from the University of Oslo. In 2009 he received the Imbert 
prize “for the development of ideas for the advancement of risk and security 
management in the UK”. Anders is a member of the academic board of the 
Security Institute in the UK.


